Simplify Endpoint Management with
Citrix and Google Chrome Enterprise
How can IT safely enable a mobile workforce in the face
of an ever changing and increasingly sophisticated world
of cyber threats? The answer is a solution that securely
delivers and manages seamless access to Windows
desktops, apps, and data to Chrome OS, the secure by
design endpoint operating system.

Doing work on a mobile device is no longer a “nice to have” capability—it has become a user expectation
and the new norm of the modern workforce. This expectation is growing as users understand how the
cloud offers anytime, anywhere, any device access to apps and data.
IT leaders agree, citing mobility as one of the top five technologies offering greatest potential for
positive effect on business1. Yet those leaders recognize that mobility increases risk of data loss and
they say securing that mobility is a top challenge2. Citrix and Google address this challenge with
Citrix Endpoint Management (formerly called XenMobile) to Chrome Enterprise. Citrix Endpoint
Management support for Chrome OS devices (including those running under Chrome Enterprise) is a
natural extension of the strong, multiyear collaboration of Google and Citrix for virtualizing application
and desktop delivery on any Chrome OS endpoint. These joint solutions have been adopted successfully
by enterprises across all industries.

What Is Unified
Endpoint Management?
Unified endpoint management or UEM
is simply the ability to manage multiple,
different types of user devices from a
single software system. UEM solutions
offer features to inventory, provision
and configure, manage and secure
applications and settings as appropriate
to each device. UEM provides the
visibility and control that gives IT and
users confidence about secure,
productive device access to enterprise
data and applications.
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Why Citrix for Unified
Endpoint Management?
Citrix Endpoint Management goes beyond a
traditional mobile device management (MDM)
solution. It independently manages
applications, provides access to business-class
productivity apps, and creates secure
workflows for document sharing and
collaboration on any endpoint—all to deliver
an enhanced experience for users and
administrators.
Running on the Google Cloud Platform service,
Citrix integrates with Chrome Enterprise to
simplify management of all devices running on
Chrome OS. Citrix Endpoint Management
policies can also manage devices based on

Citrix’ comprehensive UEM

other operating systems. IT gains a single

support doesn’t limit

solution for all endpoint inventory and

customer device choice, but

management activity, which avoids the burden

enables enterprise IT to

of using device-specific solutions. In addition
to Chrome OS, supported operating systems

securely manage business

include Android, iOS and macOS,

apps and data with

Windows 10, as well as thin clients and
Workspace Hub devices.

confidence to and from any
employee-purchased or
company-provided device.
— Kevin Binder, Citrix blog
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An End-to-End
Citrix solution
Citrix Endpoint Management is an integrated
part of the Citrix Workspace, which provide
comprehensive, secure access to Windows,
cloud, and legacy business applications as well
as secure web browsing. Employees work more
productively with mobile access to any
enterprise apps that need to be controlled,
including those running on Windows, software
as a service (SaaS), or in a browser.
On the user’s Chrome device, application
access is accomplished with Citrix Workspace
for Chrome, which is custom-built in
partnership with Google to maximize the
enterprise security and user benefits of
Chrome OS endpoints. This workspace
application delivers a quality user experience
and simplifies management by IT.
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Robust Management of
Device Security
Together, Chrome Enterprise and Citrix

• App management and distribution for

deliver a comprehensive solution for

pushing critical corporate applications to

managing secure access and configurations

the device and managing automatic updates

on Chrome endpoints.

from public app stores. IT can also apply
policies only to corporate applications for

Chrome Enterprise gives Citrix customers

employee-owned devices.

utilizing Chrome devices additional
enterprise-level management and
administrative capabilities, with a strong

• OS update controls to prevent or enforce
operating system updates.

foundation for policy-based security and
managing employee access to online

Additional policy controls cover

resources. Chrome Enterprise adds to the

activity such as:

performance, security, and simple user
experience of Chrome OS with features such

• Disabling guest user and incognito modes

as single sign-on, defined public sessions and
kiosk modes, managed networks and proxies,
and theft prevention.

• Managing app whitelists and blacklists
for Android, Chrome, Windows, and
enterprise apps

The Citrix Workspace builds upon that
foundation with functionality for:

• Restricting redirection of the single sign-on
identity provider (IDP)

• Endpoint provisioning and configuration
controls that include device enrollment,

• Defining web browser cookie behavior

security policy application, malware
protection, and access privileges.
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Management That
Opens New Value for
User Endpoints

Shared devices. Industries such as retail,
healthcare, public safety, and education benefit
from the use of shared devices. With Citrix
Endpoint Management features for shared
devices, users access only their personalized

Citrix Workspace for Chrome Enterprise offers

apps and data. IT can apply security policies

significant business value in three primary

specific to each user’s role in the organization

use cases.

and can lock devices to a specific network ID,
making them less appealing targets for theft.

Device choice. Citrix gives IT the ability to easily

employee-owned.

Expanded Enterprise
Solutions from Citrix
and Google Cloud

Business apps. The combination of Citrix app

Since the introduction of Chromebooks in

and desktop delivery with Chrome Enterprise

2011, Citrix and Google product and technical

offers a complete solution for delivering

teams have collaborated to lead the way in

secure application, desktop, and data access.

secure mobility and endpoint management.

This access includes internally-developed

This effort empowers organizations to provide

and vendor apps, meaning users can work

secure, scalable, app-centric, and mobile

productively with everything they need on

workspace solutions that deliver an exceptional

any endpoint.

user experience and allow IT to future-proof its

manage all endpoints from a single console.
This design means IT can support any device
chosen by users, whether company-owned or

investment and deployment strategy.

Learn More
www.citrix.com/Google
https://www.citrix.com/blogs/2018/04/19/google-and-citrix-securing-enterprise-workspaces-from-chromebooks-to-cloud/
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